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Glorious French Food: A Fresh Approach to the ClassicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	From the James Beard award--winning author of Sauces-a new classic on French cuisine for today's cook
	
		His award-winning books have won the praise of The New York Times and Gourmet magazine as well as such culinary luminaries as chefs Daniel Boulud, Jeremiah Tower, and Alice Waters. Now James Peterson brings...
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Graphic Design Cookbook: Mix & Match Recipes for Faster, Better LayoutsChronicle Books, 2001

	With 100,000 copies sold, Graphic Design Cookbook is one of the most useful all-purpose resources for designers and anyone who wants to create a dynamic layout for magazines, newsletters, books, posters, and other media. Now released with a fresh new cover, its more than a thousand line drawings illustrate effective design devices, type...
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The Primal Kitchen Cookbook: Eat Like Your Life Depends On It!Primal Nutrition, Inc., 2017

	Mark Sisson, bestselling author, award-winning blogger, and founder of PRIMAL KITCHEN, teams up with over 50 leading icons in the primal community to amass 130 mouth-watering recipes in this ultimate paleo recipe collection.


	Learn how to whip up Primal Kitchen’s uncompromisingly delicious, high quality, nutrient dense sauces...
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Healthy Carb Cookbook For Dummies (Cooking)For Dummies, 2005
Over 100 homemade dishes high in goodness, low in carbs      

Know-how and recipes to help you live a healthy carb lifestyle!      

With sumptuous recipes and information on nutrition, this terrific cookbook helps you make the switch to healthy carbs. Get the skinny on the basics of low-carb living. Get recipes that de-carb...
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Vegan Cooking For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	An authoritative resource on making delicious, healthy vegan-friendly meals


	Veganism is a lifestyle abstaining from the consumption of meat, poultry, dairy products, eggs, and all foods originating from animals. The perfect companion to Living Vegan For Dummies, Vegan Cooking For Dummies provides vegans, and those...
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Evolution For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2008
Today, most colleges and universities offer evolutionary study as part of their biology curriculums. Evolution For Dummies will track a class in which evolution is taught and give an objective scientific view of the subject. This balanced guide explores the history and future of evolution, explaining the concepts and science behind it,...
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Sakai O' Deployment and Management: Open Source Collaboration and Learning for Higher EducationO'Reilly, 2012

	
		The original Sakai software descended from work by Indiana University, Massachusetts
	
		Institute of Technology, Stanford University, University of Michigan, uPortal, and the
	
		Open Knowledge Initiative. Lots of the original code came from University of Michigan’s
	
		framework, known as CHEF, the CompreHensive...
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Adventure Guide to Thailand (Hunter Travel Guides)Hunter House, 2006

	A thorough guide to the number-one tourist destination in Southeast Asia. The finest hotels, with impeccable service, cost a fraction of what you would pay elsewhere, and shoppers will never tire of the vast selections, from silk scarves and designer gowns to exotic jewellery. Try elephant trekking, sea canoeing or Thai massage. Taste the...
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Head First SQL: Your Brain on SQL -- A Learner's GuideO'Reilly, 2007
Is your data dragging you down? Are your tables all tangled up? Well we've got the tools to teach you just how to wrangle your databases into submission. Using the latest research in neurobiology, cognitive science, and learning theory to craft a multi-sensory SQL learning experience, Head First SQL has a visually rich format designed for...
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The Complete Guide to Edible Wild Plants, Mushrooms, Fruits, and Nuts: Finding, Identifying, and Cooking (Guide to Series)Falcon Guides, 2016

	
		
			Edible wild plants, mushrooms, fruits, and nuts grow along roadsides, amid country fields, and in urban parks. All manner of leafy greens, mushrooms, and herbs that command hefty prices at the market are bountiful outdoors and free for the taking. But to enjoy them,...
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BBQ Sauces, Rubs & Marinades For Dummies (Cooking)For Dummies, 2008
Think only master chefs can create the savory, succulent barbecue masterpieces you love to eat? Nonsense! BBQ Sauces, Rubs & Marinades For Dummies shows you everything you need to dig in, get your apron dirty, and start stirring up scrumptious sauces, magical marinades, and rubs to remember.
    Featuring 100 bold new recipes,...
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Candy Making For Dummies (Cooking)For Dummies, 2005
How sweet it is! More than 100 recipes plus terrific tips and tricks
Explore the art of cooking candy and create sweet masterpieces!      

If you want to concoct irresistible treats for your friends and family, this book gets you cooking!  You'll discover proper techniques and use them to create incredible candies. Recipes range from...
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